If You Liked Harry Potter, try...

The Bartimaeus Trilogy
by Jonathan Stroud
Find it! j FIC Stroud

The Land of Stories
by Chris Colfer
Find it! j FIC Colfer

Midnight Magic
by Avi
Find it! j FIC Avi

Gregor the Overlander
by Suzanne Collins
Find it! j FIC Collins

The Iron Trial
by Holly Black
Find it! j FIC Black

Inkheart
by Cornelia Funke
Find it! j FIC Funke

Bad Magic
by Pseudonymous Bosch
Find it! j FIC Bosch

The Lightning Thief
by Rick Riordan
Find it! j FIC Riordan

The Alchemist
by Michael Scott
Find it! j FIC Scott

The Spiderwick Chronicles
by Tony DiTerlizzi
Find it! j FIC DiTerlizzi

The School for Good & Evil
by Soman Chainini
Find it! j FIC Chainini

The Witches
by Roald Dahl
Find it! j FIC Dahl
If You Liked Harry Potter, try...

Charlie Bone
by Jenny Nimmo
Find it!  j FIC Nimmo

Dragonborn
by Toby Forward
Find it!  j FIC Forward

The Familiars
by Adam Jay Epstein
Find it!  j FIC Epstein

Eragon
by Christopher Paolini
Find it!  j FIC Paolini

So You Want to be a Wizard
by Diane Duane
Find it!  j FIC Duane

The Sasquatch Escape
by Suzanne Selfors
Find it!  j FIC Selfors

The Thief Lord
by Cornelia Funke
Find it!  j FIC Funke

The Five Kingdoms
by Brandon Mull
Find it!  j FIC Mull

My Father’s Dragon
by Ruth Gannett
Find it!  j FIC Gannett

Fablehaven
by Brandon Mull
Find it!  j FIC Mull

The Graveyard Book
by Neil Gaiman
Find it!  j FIC Gaiman

The Golden Compass
by Philip Pullman
Find it!  j FIC Pullman